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Kentucky’s Louisville/Jefferson County
Metropolitan Sewer District’s Waterway
Improvements Now (WIN) program includes
a series of sewer overflow reduction projects
to be constructed through 2024 at a cost of
$850 million. Nicholson installed a 42-in.-thick,
239-ft-dia concrete diaphragm wall support
of the excavation system for the underground
circular stormwater retention basin.
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Diaphragm Walls Protect Railroad Bridge
If heavy flows are released from
the Prado Dam near Corona, Calif.,
bridge abutments on the BNSF Railway
Bridge over the Santa Ana River might
be susceptible to up to 18 ft of scour,
possibly leading to catastrophic bridge
collapse.
In a joint venture with Malcolm
International and Bauer Foundation,
Malcolm Drilling is installing
structurally reinforced concrete
diaphragm walls along both abutments
and enclosures around the four
intermediate pier groups to protect
the bridge. Malcolm International is
performing all site civil and aboveground work, such as temporarily
rerouting the Santa Ana River.
The slurry wall enclosures around the
existing bridge piers are comprised of
overlapping panels, each 3 ft wide and 9
ft long. For the two bridge abutments, the
slurry wall is 4 ft wide, and it includes

A rebar cage is lowered into an 80-ft-deep T-shaped test panel, which is one element in a
series of reinforced concrete diaphragm walls that will protect a railroad bridge over the
Santa Ana River in California.

more heavily reinforced T-shaped
cantilever diaphragm wall panels
adjacent to the bridge foundations.
Because the new wall is below the
bridge with just 25 ft of clearance,

Malcolm is using a brand-new Bauer
low-headroom hydraulic cutter.
Malcolm successfully completed the
first test panel and will begin full
production soon. ◆
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